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379 Liu Sanniang Is Terrifying 

Liu Shun smiled faintly. “Miss Liu, why don’t you look at other aspects? For example, whether I’ll suffer a 

calamity now or if Yinniang’s death has anything to do with me or if Official Yi can find any useful 

evidence?” 

Initially, he was a little nervous, but now, he believed that he was overthinking. Liu Sanniang was not 

that capable. 

Liu Shun closed his eyes and sniffed the fragrance coming from Liu Sanniang’s body. To Liu Shun, her 

smell was fatally alluring. He wanted her to submit to him. 

The current Liu Sanniang was far more charming than the Liu Sanniang in his dream. 

If only he had married her. 

However, there was still time. He had to have Liu Sanniang. 

Liu Sanniang released her power, but when it approached Liu Shun, she felt a force resisting her power. 

Her expression did not change as she tried to devour this force for her own use. 

As if sensing her intention, the force instantly turned into an attack mode, rampaging through Liu 

Sanniang’s body. 

Liu Sanniang frowned slightly upon realizing that Liu Shun was protected by someone powerful. 

This force was very powerful. It was unknown to whom it belonged. 

Liu Shun looked at the sweat that broke out on Liu Sanniang’s forehead and smiled. “Miss Liu, you’re 

sweating. Why don’t you get a stool to sit down on? That way, you can hold my hand.” 

He looked at Liu Sanniang’s hands. He had been thinking about this pair of hands for a long time. 

However, a hand came into sight and held Liu Sanniang’s hand. Liu Shun’s eyes darkened as he looked 

up at Chu Yan with a dark gaze. 

Chu Yan was also different from the person in his dream. Still, he was just a blacksmith. What could he 

do? 

Chu Yan glanced at Liu Shun coldly and looked away. 

Liu Shun was not even worthy of his attention. 

Chu Yan’s arrogant attitude made Liu Shun furious. He remembered that Chu Yan had hit him last year. 

Sooner or later, he would settle the score with him. 

Liu Sanniang glanced at Chu Yan and smiled. She could feel Chu Yan’s power flowing into her body. She 

released this power and devoured the force protecting Liu Shun for her own use. 

Something shattered. Liu Sanniang’s power instantly overwhelmed Liu Shun, causing the smile on his 

face to freeze. 



Liu Shun could not describe what he was feeling. It was as if he suddenly did not belong to himself. 

Liu Sanniang looked at Liu Shun and said calmly, “You’re a ruthless person. You take delight in abusing 

people. When they were begging for mercy, you felt extremely satisfied. Liu Yinniang was whipped to 

death by you. She didn’t even have the strength to scream in pain, so you felt that you should use 

another method to make her scream. Therefore, you used a knife to cut her back.” 

“You’re very dissatisfied. She didn’t struggle the way you wanted, but Liu Yinniang is already dead. She 

won’t cry out in pain anymore. You poured the kerosene all over the house and lit it to burn down the 

house and the corpse.” 

Liu San and his family stared at him in horror as they listened to Liu Sanniang. They could imagine the 

scene and almost feel the pain inflicted upon Liu Yinniang. 

Tears streamed down Liu San’s face. 

Liu Dashan and his brothers wiped their tears. They were extremely regretful, but they no longer had 

the chance to make up for their mistake. 

Liu Shun looked at Liu Sanniang in disbelief. He said with difficulty, “Miss Liu, you’re really good at 

making things up. Are you a professional storyteller? If not for the fact that Official Yi can’t find any 

evidence against me, everyone would have believed you.” 

Liu Shun’s body stiffened. He started to want to escape and stop Liu Sanniang from continuing to read 

him. 

But he could not escape. 

If Liu Sanniang did not stop, he would be forced to remain seated. 

Liu Sanniang could see through him without needing to touch him. Liu Shun finally understood why 

Miao Yin, who became a monster at the prayer meeting, was so afraid of her. 

Without experiencing it for oneself, one would never know how terrifying it was. 

Liu Shun looked at Liu Sanniang somewhat pleadingly. 

He knew that he had made a wrong move. If he had another chance, he would choose to stay away from 

Liu Sanniang. 

Unfortunately, he didn’t have the chance. 

Liu Sanniang continued calmly. “There was indeed no evidence left. The fire burned everything down, 

and the ruins have also been cleaned up.” 

Liu Shun said with a forced smile, “Since there’s no evidence, let me go. I work for the Crown Prince. 

He’s not the one you can afford to offend.” 

Liu Sanniang went on after a short pause. “There’s indeed no evidence regarding Liu Yinniang’s case, but 

what about them?” 



Liu Shun’s eyes widened. If What Liu Sanniang said about Liu Yinniang made him realize that he had 

made a wrong move, then when Liu Sanniang mentioned ‘them’, Liu Shun felt like he had already been 

punished to death. 

He wanted to resist Liu Sanniang’s power, but the power that was like a dark cloud continued to devour 

him, revealing everything he’d been hiding to Liu Sanniang. 

Liu Shun panicked. “No, no… Liu Sanniang, stop. I was wrong. I shouldn’t have provoked you.” 

At this moment, Liu Shun knew that he should not have messed with Liu Sanniang. Liu Sanniang was far 

superior to him. In front of Liu Sanniang, a psychic, he was nothing. 

He was trembling and could barely stand on his own. His sorry state was revealed to everyone present. 

Seeing Liu Shun like this, Yi Zilan was no longer worried. At the same time, he respected Liu Sanniang 

even more. 

Liu Sanniang continued. “You’re despicable and evil. Do you think you can kill anyone you buy? What do 

you take human lives for? Do you think that if they’re not in the capital, no one will discover them? 

There are ten corpses in the abandoned house outside the capital in the northwest.” 

Yi Zilan’s expression changed drastically upon hearing the number. His face was cold as he gave the 

order. “Quick, get people to investigate it.” 

Liu Shun’s lips trembled, but he still tried his best to resist. “Miss Liu, what have I done to offend you? 

Why are you making this up to wrongly accuse me?” 

Liu Sanniang looked at Liu Shun and said calmly, “The evidence lies in a small box in the innermost part 

of the closet in the north courtyard of the Crown Prince Mansion.” 

 


